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We present a CASPT2 method which exploits local approximations to achieve linear scaling of the computational effort with the molecular size, provided the active space is small and local. The inactive orbitals are
localized, and the virtual space for each electron pair is spanned by a domain of pair-natural orbitals (PNOs).
The configuration space is internally contracted, and the PNOs are defined for uniquely defined orthogonal
pairs. Distant pair energies are obtained by multipole approximations, so that the number of configurations
that are explicitly treated in the CASPT2 scales linearly with molecular size (assuming a constant active
space). The PNOs are generated using approximate amplitudes obtained in a pair-specific semi-canonical
basis of projected atomic orbitals (PAOs). The evaluation and transformation of the two-electron integrals
uses the same parallel local density fitting techniques as recently described for linear-scaling PNO-LMP2 (local second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory). The implementation of the amplitude equations, which
are solved iteratively, employs the Local Integrated Tensor Framework (LITF). The efficiency and accuracy
of the method is tested for excitation energies and correlation energies. It is demonstrated that the errors
introduced by the local approximations are very small. They can be well controlled by few parameters for
the distant pair approximation, initial PAO domains, and the PNO domains.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Complete active space second-order perturbation
theory1–3 (CASPT2) is the simplest and probably most
popular multi-reference electron correlation method. It
has been widely used for computing excitation energies
and electronic spectra, or to study molecules and
reactions which cannot be treated by single-reference
methods. Using multi-state extensions, it can also
be applied to systems with near avoided crossings
or conical intersections.4–6 Analytical gradients are
available for the single and multi-state versions,6–8
which makes it possible to carry out geometry optimizations and to compute first-order molecular response
properties for ground and excited states. The slow
basis set convergence of the correlation energy has been
much alleviated by explicitly correlated multi-reference
(MR-F12) approaches,5,9–12 and the integral evaluation
speeded up using density fitting8 (DF) or Cholesky
decomposition13 (CD) approaches.
Thus, CASPT2
plays a similar role in the multi-reference regime as does
second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2)
in single-reference cases.
The standard CASPT2 method uses an effective Fock
matrix in the zeroth-order Hamiltonian Ĥ (0) . Various
choices of this operator have been proposed.14–17 A drawback of constructing Ĥ (0) solely using one-electron operators is the lack of exact size-consistency (but the errors
are usually very small). This is related to the fact that in
multi-reference cases the orbitals are not eigenfunctions
of a single Fock operator, and therefore the CASSCF reference wavefunction is not an eigenfunction of Ĥ (0) , unless projection operators are introduced. Furthermore,
CASPT2 sometimes suffers from so-called intruder state

problems, which cause the wavefunction to blow up unless level shifts18 are employed. These problems can be
avoided using the N -electron valence state perturbationtheory (NEVPT2) approach.19–24 The NEVPT2 method
uses a similar wavefunction ansatz as CASPT2, but employs the Dyall zeroth-order Hamiltonian.16 This also includes two-electron terms in Ĥ (0) , so that the CASSCF
reference wavefunction is an eigenfunction of Ĥ (0) without projection.
The accuracy of CASPT2 and NEVPT2 is often good,
even though there are cases where perturbational approaches give qualitatively wrong results, see for example Ref. 25. According to our experience, the accuracy of CASPT2 and NEVPT2 is mostly comparable. Some improvements may be possible by using
the third-order CASPT326 and NEVPT321 methods.
For higher accuracy multireference configuration interaction (MRCI)27–36 or multiconfiguration coupled-cluster
(MRCC) methods37–41 can be used, which are however
computationally much more demanding. Perturbation
and configuration interaction approaches can also be
combined.35
As all conventional electron correlation methods, standard multi-reference approaches suffer from steep scaling
of the computational cost with the molecular size. For a
constant number of active orbitals, the cost of CASPT2
and MRCI scales as O(N 5 ) and O(N 6 ), respectively,
where N is a measure of the molecular size. This is just as
for MP2 or CCSD (coupled-cluster with single and double
excitations), but with a higher prefactor (which depends
on the active space). The polynomial scaling leads to a
”scaling wall”, which cannot be overcome. Even by using massively parallel computer hardware this wall can
only be shifted to slightly larger molecular sizes. The
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present paper is a contribution to solve this problem and
to reduce the cost scaling of CASPT2 to linear by using
local approximations. Much of the current work is based
on previous advances for single reference methods, and
these are therefore briefly summarized in the following.
Local correlation methods exploit the short-range character of electron correlation by using localized occupied molecular orbitals (LMOs).42–92 In most of the
older methods pair-specific domains of projected atomic
orbitals42 (PAOs) are used to describe the correlation of
each electron pair. It turned out, however, that for each
pair rather large domains (400-600 PAOs with triple-ζ
basis sets) are necessary to robustly reach 99.8-99.9% of
the canonical correlation energy and chemical accuracy
(< 1 kcal mol−1 ) for relative energies of large molecules.
Despite linear scaling this may lead to enormous memory
and disk space requirements. This problem was much alleviated by the pionering work of the Neese group,83–91
who proposed to use pair-natural orbitals29,93–96 in local
coupled-cluster methods. This leads to a most compact
representation of the wavefunction and fine-grained accuracy control. Since for the same accuracy the PNO
domain sizes are typically an order of magnitude smaller
than the PAO ones, the number of amplitudes is strongly
reduced. The price to pay is that the virtual orbitals are
different for each correlated orbital pair, leading to rather
expensive integral transformations. This problem has
been overcome by local density fitting approximations57
and a combination of PAOs and PNOs.88,91,92,97–100 Furthermore, basis set incompleteness errors as well as errors caused by the domain approximation can be much
reduced by combining the local and explicitly correlated
approaches.97,99–106
A conceptionally different approach is used in
fragmentation107–119 and incremental methods.120–125
In these methods the correlation space is divided into
subsystems, which are treated independently using conventional methods. The correlation energy is obtained
as a linear combination of fragment energies. The
regionally contracted MRCI of Hoyau et al.126 also falls
in this category, but here a final CI is carried out in the
space of contracted incremental functions.
Much less work has been done to reduce the cost scaling
for multireference methods. Carter and co-workers have
developed local MRCI and MR-ACPF (multi-reference
averaged coupled pair functional) methods.79,127–129
They use a standard uncontracted MRCI ansatz,27,28,130
localized orbitals in the reference function, and configuration selection using distance criteria. The virtual space
is spanned by virtual localized orbitals (LVOs) or PAOs,
and DF or CD approximations can be employed to evaluate the integrals.129,131,132 An uncontracted local MRCC
method has recently also been reported by Demel et al.133
A well known general problem with such uncontracted
MRCI approaches is that the number of CSFs and the
computational cost grow strongly with the number of

reference configurations. This can be avoided by using internally contracted (IC) MR schemes, in which
the configuration manifold is generated by applying excitation operators to the reference function as a whole.
The IC wavefunction ansatz has been first proposed by
Meyer134 and somewhat later analyzed in more detail
by Siegbahn.135 To our knowledge, the first fully internally contracted MRCI implementation was reported
by Werner and Reinsch.136,137 Slightly later, internally
contracted configurations (ICCs) were also used in the
CASPT2 method of Roos et al.,1 initially without semiinternal configurations. The great advantage of ICCs is
that their number is similar as in single-reference cases
and almost independent of the number of reference configurations. The difficulty, however, is that the structure of the ICCs is extremely complex. They are nonorthogonal and may even be linearly dependent. The
overlap and Hamiltonian matrix elements depend on
high-order reduced density matrices (RDMs) of the reference function; for fully contracted (FC) CASPT2 up
to four particle RDMs (4-RDM) are needed, for MRCI
even 5-RDMs. The orthogonalization requires the diagonalization of overlap matrices that depend on up to
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the 3-RDM and scales with Mact
(provided that in the
MRCI case the uncontracted CAS space is used to relax the reference, since otherwise even the 4-RDM would
be needed for the orthogonalization of the internal configurations and the 6-RDM for the Hamiltonian matrix
elements). Another drawback of using ICCs is that the
resulting wavefunctions are state-specific. ICCs are also
used in the NEVPT2 method,24 in the canonical transformation theory of Chan et al.138–143 , as well as in recent
multireference coupled-cluster methods.38–41
In order to avoid the highest order RDMs in the overlap
and Hamiltonian matrix elements, partially contracted
MRCI and CASPT2 methods were developed26,31–36 and
since then used for uncountable applications. In the original partially contracted MRCI method of Werner and
Knowles26,31–34 only the doubly external configurations
were contracted (now often denoted as WK contraction),
and the inactive and active spaces (i.e., the ”internal
space”) were treated on equal footing. This leads to a
rather compact formulation involving only up to 4-RDMs
of the internal space. Based on this ansatz, also multistate versions of MRCI34 and CASPT25,6 were proposed
and implemented.
However, the computational cost of these methods rises
quite steeply with the number of inactive orbitals. This
problem was alleviated in CASPT2 and MRCI methods
of Celani and Werner35,144 and Shamasundar et al.,36 in
which the inactive orbital space is treated explicitly, and
thus only active space RDMs are needed. Furthermore,
also those singly external and internal configurations are
contracted for which the overlap matrix can be expressed
solely by the 1- and 2-RDMs of the active space (CW
contraction). Unfortunately, the separation of the inactive and active spaces leads to very lengthy equations, in
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particular for MRCI.36 These equations were therefore
derived using computer algebra programs and stored in
a human-readable algorithm file as a long sequence of
binary tensor contractions. The algorithm file can be executed efficiently using the integrated tensor framework
(ITF) originally developed by Knizia,36,145 and for some
cases this even outperforms well optimized hand-coded
programs. More recently, the ITF has been generalized
to treat local approximations by one of us.65,66 Further
extensions for using PNOs have been made in the course
of the current work, cf. section III D.
In the current paper we describe a local PNO-CASPT2
method, which reduces the scaling of the computational
cost to linear in the number of inactive orbitals (for a
fixed active space). The inactive orbital space is localized, and the PNOs are generated using approximate amplitudes obtained in large PAO-domains. Our formulation is invariant to unitary transformations within the active space. Even though the active space can often be well
localized, this cannot be fully exploited since the orthogonalization of the ICCs effectively mixes contributions of
all active orbitals. For some subspaces, the orthogonalization is equivalent to a transformation to natural active orbitals (which diagonalize the 1-RDM in the active
space). On the other hand, the equations and approximations for double excitations from the inactive orbital
space are very similar as in single-reference closed-shell
MP2. In fact, in the absence of active orbitals our PNOCASPT2 method reduces to the PNO-LMP2 method recently described.99
Very recently, Guo et al.146 have reported a NEVPT2
method, which uses ”domain-based local PNOs”
(DLPNOs) to reduce the computational effort and scaling for large molecules. ”Domain-based” means that
the PNOs are generated using domains of PAOs, just
as in the PNO-CASPT2 method described in the current paper (but for simplicity we omit the prefix ”DL’).
Guo et al. also implemented the so-called ”strongly contracted” variant of NEVPT2,20 but due to lack of orbital
invariance this proved to be less useful for local approximations. The developments of the DLPNO-NEVPT2
and our PNO-CASPT2 methods were completely independent and without knowing of each other, but many
of the conclusions turned out to be similar. Although
the DLPNO-NEVPT2 and our PNO-CASPT2 are based
on the same fully contracted wavefunction ansatz (both
state-specific and without relaxation of the reference
function), they differ in the choice of the zeroth-order
Hamiltonian and various other details. Both methods
achieve near linear scaling of the computational cost with
molecular size, provided the active space is constant and
local. For example, this should be very useful for treating transition metal complexes with large ligands, where
the active space only involves the transition metal(s) and
possibly a small region in its vicinity. But even for cases
where the active space is not local, the PNO treatment
may save considerable CPU time.

Our paper is organized as follows: in section II we will
first outline the general CASPT2 theory and then introduce the local approximations. In section III we will describe some details of our implementation. Benchmarks
to demonstrate the scaling, computational efficiency, and
accuracy of the method will be presented in section IV.
Finally, a summary and conclusions will be given.

II.

THEORY

As usual, the orbital space will be divided into core (not
correlated), inactive (closed-shell), active, and virtual
(external) subsets. For the sake of simplicity, we will
not explicitly distinguish between core and inactive orbitals, but in our computer program this is of course
done. Unless otherwise noted, inactive orbitals will be
denoted with indices i, j, k, l, active orbitals with indices
t, u, v, w, x, y, z, and virtual orbitals by indices a, b. Indices m, n will run over the inactive and active spaces
(also denoted the ”internal” space).

A.

The wavefunction ansatz and zeroth-order Hamiltonian

The reference (zeroth-order) wavefunction is of complete
active space [CAS(N, M )] type, i.e. it includes all configuration state functions (CSFs) of a given symmetry and
spin which can be formed by distributing N electrons in
M active orbitals,
(n)

|Ψ0 i =

X
R

(n)

|ΦR icR .

(1)

The orbitals are usually optimized in a CASSCF (complete active space self-consistent field) calculation, which
can be either state-specific or state averaged. Often it is
also helpful to take the inactive orbitals (or a subspace
of those) from a preceding Hartree-Fock calculation and
freeze them in the CASSCF. This strongly reduces the
computational effort for the CASSCF without much affecting the results (cf. section IV).
The superscript (n) denotes the state to be optimized.
At the current stage, our PNO-CASPT2 method is statespecific, and we will therefore omit the state label in the
(n)
following and use the simplified notation |0i ≡ |Ψ0 i. A
well known disadvantage of single-state CASPT2 calculations is that the reference coefficients cR are fixed and
not relaxed. This restriction can be (partly) lifted by
multi-state (MS) CASPT2 treatments,4–6 which may be
important in near degeneracy situations, as for instance
in the vicinity of conical intersections. An extension of
the PNO-CASPT2 theory to such MS cases should in
principle be possible, but this has not been derived and
implemented so far.
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We assume intermediate normalization, h0|0i = 1 and
use a fully spin-adapted formulation, employing the spinsummed excitation operators
Êir ≡ Êri = â†rα âiα + â†rβ âiβ ,

(2)

≡ Êri,sj = Êri Êsj − δis Êrj ,

(3)

rs
Êij
qrs
Êijk
≡

Êqi,rj,sk = Êqi,rj Êsk − δis Êqk,rj − δjs Êqi,rk , (4)

where i, j, k are any occupied and q, r, s any active or
virtual orbitals. For convenience in later expressions, we
define n-particle active space density reduced matrices
(n-RDMs)
(1)

Dtu = h0|Êtu |0i,

(5)

(2)

Dtu,vw = h0|Êtu,vw |0i,

(3)
Dtu,vw,xy

(6)

= h0|Êtu,vw,xy |0i,

(7)

and so on. Furthermore, we also define hole-particle excitation operators

The specific internally contracted configurations |Φλ i
used in this work will be defined in section II B. The
amplitudes Tλ are optimized by minimizing the Hylleraas functional
E2 = 2hΨ(1) |Ĥ|0i + hΨ(1) |Ĥ (0) − E (0) |Ψ(1) i. (14)
The minimum of this functional corresponds to the
second-order correlation energy E (2) . In CASPT2 the
zeroth-order Hamiltonian Ĥ (0) is usually defined as1–3
Ĥ (0) = P̂ F̂ P̂ + Q̂F̂ Q̂,
E

(0)

= h0|F̂ |0i,

(15)
(16)

where P̂ = |0ih0| and Q̂ = 1 − P̂ project onto the reference function and its orthogonal complement, respectively. The projection operators are necessary since (in
contrast to the single reference case) the reference function |0i is not an eigenfunction of the Fock operator F̂ ,
which in the current work is taken as
X
F̂ =
Êrs frs ,
(17)
rs

Ětu =

âtα â†uα

+

âtβ â†uβ

(8)

c
+
frs = frs

X
tu

and the corresponding active-space hole-particle density
matrices
(1)

D̄tu = 2δtu − Dut ,
D̄tu,vw = 4δut δwv − 2δwt δuv

(9)
(1)

(1)
−2δut Dwv
− 2δwv Dut
(1)

(2)

(1)
+δuv Dwt + δwt Duv
+ Dwv,ut .

(10)

The reference energy can be written in terms of the active
space density matrices as
E0 =

X

(1)

c
ftu
Dtu +

tu

1 X
(2)
(tu|vw)Dtu,vw + Ec + Enuc .
2 tu,vw


1
(1) 
Dtu (rs|tu) − (ru|ts) .
2

(18)

For clarity of the equations we will sometimes use the
tensor notation frs = frs . Modified definitions of the
operator F̂ have also been proposed in the past.14–17 In
contrast to NEVPT2, the CASPT2 zeroth-order Hamiltonian does not explicitly include contributions of the
all-active two-electron integrals (tu|vw), but it does in(0)
clude all couplings Hλλ′ = hΦλ |F̂ |Φ′λ i. In NEVPT2,
which used the Dyall Hamiltonian16 , additional projectors are introduced, which make the matrix representation of H (0) block-diagonal in different configuration subspaces.
Minimization of the Hylleraas functional leads to the
first-order amplitude equations

(11)

Rλ = hΦ̃λ |Ĥ|0i + hΦ̃λ |Ĥ (0) − Ê (0) |Ψ(1) i = 0 ∀ λ. (19)

c
Here frs
is the closed-shell Fock matrix (r, s any orbitals),

Using the notation Kλ = hΦ̃λ |Ĥ|0i the Hylleraas functional can be rewritten more compactly as
X
E2 =
T̃λ (Kλ + Rλ ).
(20)

c
frs
= hr|ĥ|si +

closed
X
j




2(rs|jj) − (rj|js) ,

(12)

λ

Enuc the nuclear repulsion energy, and Ec the closed-shell
Pclosed
(hii + fiic ).
energy Ec = i

The first-order wavefunction is expanded in a configuration basis {Φλ } that is orthogonal to the reference function |0i, i.e. it does not include any of the reference
configurations |ΦR i,
Ψ(1) =

X
λ

|Φλ iTλ ,

hΦλ |0i = 0 .

(13)

where hΦ̃λ | are suitable contravariant configurations
which are defined such that hΦ̃λ |Φλ′ i = δλλ′ , and therefore
hΦ̃λ |Ψ(1) i = Tλ .

(21)

The corresponding amplitudes T̃λ are defined such that
X
X
Ψ(1) =
|Φ̃λ iT̃λ =
|Φλ iTλ .
(22)
λ

λ
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B. Definition of the internally contracted configuration
space

Internally contracted configurations (ICCs) are obtained
by applying the excitation operators to the reference
function as a whole, e.g.
X
rs
rs
|Φrs
|ΦR i,
(23)
cR Êmn
mn i = Êmn |0i =
R

where m, n run over all correlated orbitals (inactive
and active) and r, s over all active and virtual orbitals.
This includes all excitation operators in the Hamiltonian which give non-zero contributions if Ĥ is applied
to the reference, and therefore a linear independent subset of the |Φrs
mn i exactly spans the first-order interacting
space.134 The configuration set |Φrs
mn i implicitly also includes single excitations. The first-order wavefunction
can then be expressed as
|Ψ(1) i =

1 X X rs
mn
|Φmn iTrs
.
2 mn rs

(24)

In practice one may also use suitable linear combinations
of the ICCs, as will be discussed further below.
In order to orthogonalize the ICCs we first classify them
according to the number of electrons in the virtual orbitals, and the number of holes in the inactive space. As
in our earlier work on IC-CASPT2144 and IC-MRCI35,36
we denote configurations with 0, 1, or 2 electrons in virtual orbitals by indices I (internals), S (singles and semiinternals), and P (pairs), respectively. Furthermore, we
add a subscript to these letters which corresponds to the
number of holes in the inactive space. This leads to 8
configuration classes P2 , P1 , P0 , S2 , S1 , S0 , I2 , I1 . The I0
space is included in the reference space and does therefore
not belong to the excitation space. All the 8 subspaces
are mutually orthogonal. Furthermore, configurations
with different holes in the inactive space are orthogonal.
The overlap matrices and thus the transformations to
the orthogonal configurations within each subspace only
depend on density matrices of the active space and are
independent of the inactive and virtual orbital labels.
The definition of the non-orthogonal ICCs for the 8 subspaces is summarized in Table I. Instead of using the
configurations defined in eq. (23) directly, we found it
convenient to use singlet (p = 1) and triplet (p = −1)
configurations for the P0 and I2 spaces. The singlet and
triplet configurations are mutually orthogonal. Note that
ba
for P0 |Φab
tu,p i = p|Φtu,p i, but for computational convenience we include all indices a, b in the summations. A
similar symmetry holds for the I2 configurations. For the
P2 , P1 , and S2 spaces we use the listed contravariant configurations, for the other spaces the co- and contravariant
functions are identical.
We note that single excitations |Φai i = Êia |0i are redundant with the semi-internal configurations |Φta
ti i in the

TABLE I. Definition of unique non-orthogonal ICCs for the
8 subspaces. The configurations Φrs
mn are defined in eq. (23).
Space
P0 :
P1 :
P2 :
S0 :
S1 :
S2 :
I1 :
I2 :

configuration
Index restrictions
 ab

ab
1
|Φab
tu,p i = 2 |Φtu i + p|Φut i , t ≥ u, a ≥ b, p = ±1
|Φab
ti i
|Φab
i≥j
ij i
|Φav
i
tu
va
|Φav
ti i, |Φti i
av
|Φij i
|Φvw
ti i
 vw

vw
1
|Φvw
ijp i = 2 |Φij i + p|Φji i , i ≥ j, v ≥ w, p = ±1

Contravariant configurations:


ab
ba
1
P1 :
hΦ̃ab
it | = 3 2hΦit | + hΦit |


ab
ba
1
P2 :
hΦ̃ab
ij | = 6 2hΦij | + hΦij |


av
av
1
S2 :
hΦ̃av
ij | = 3 2hΦij | + hΦji |

i≥j

S1 space, and need only be included if no active orbitals
are present (but then the method reduces to closed-shell
MP2 and single excitations are not needed if the Brillouin condition is fulfilled). In the following formalism,
we will omit the single excitations, even though they can
optionally be included in our program.
In terms of these configurations the elements of the overlap matrices S for the 8 subspaces are summarized in
Table II. In order to orthogonalize the configurations,
one has to find for each individual subspace a transformation X, such that
X† SX = 1.

(25)

−1

We use Xµλ = X̄µλ sλ 2 , where X̄µλ are the eigenvectors of S with eigenvalues sλ and the index µ refers to
the non-orthogonal configurations. If the eigenvalues sλ
are below a certain threshold (default 10−7 ), the corresponding eigenvectors are removed and X becomes a
rectangular matrix. In the active-space overlap matrix
P0 ,p
elements such as e.g. Stu,vw
the superscript refers to the
space, and the subscripts left and right of the comma are
considered as compound row and column indices of the
corresponding overlap matrix [restrictions such as t ≥ u,
v ≥ w may apply as shown in Table I; note that for the
triplet (p = −1) configurations the diagonal elements
t = u and a = b give no contribution, but for simplicity
this is not explicitly shown in the Tables]. The corresponding transformation matrix elements are written as
(p)
P 0,p
e.g. Xtu
≡ Xtu,P0 . Here we use the space symbols such
as P0 also as running index for the different eigenvectors
and orthogonal configurations (index λ above).
The orthogonal ICCs defined in this way are not unique,
since each subspace can be further transformed by any
unitary transformation. Unique configurations can be
defined by block-diagonalizing the zeroth order Hamiltonian in each subspace. For example, for the P0 and P1
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TABLE II. Overlap matrices and orthogonal ICCs for the 8 subspaces. In the last column, summations over repeated indices
are implied, using the same index restriction as in Table I.
Space
overlap
active space overlap matrix
(2)
(2)
P0 ,p
P0 ,p
ab
cd
1
P0 :
hΦtu,p |Φvw,q i = 2 δpq (δac δbd + pδad δbc )Stu,vw Stu,vw
= Dtv,uw + pDtw,uv
(1)
P1
P1
ab
cd
P1 :
hΦ̃ti |Φuj i = δij δac δbd St,u
St,u = Dtu
cd
P2 :
hΦ̃ab
|Φ
i
=
δ
δ
δ
δ
+
δ
δ
δ
ac
ik
jl
bd
ik
jl
ad
ij
kl

orthogonal ICCs
ab,p
P0 ,p
|Φab
P0 ,p i = |Φtu iVtu
P1
ab
ab
|ΦP1 ,i i = |Φti iVt
(2)

(3)

S0
|ΦaS0 i = |Φax
tu iVtux

S0 :

S0
by
hΦax
tu |Φvw i = δab Stux,vwy

S0
Stux,vwy
= Dtv,ux,yw − δxy Dtv,uw

S1 :

yb
S1
hΦxa
ti |Φuj i = 2δab δij Stx,uy
yb
S1
ax
hΦti |Φuj i = −δab δij Stx,uy
S1
by
1
hΦax
ti |Φuj i = 2 δab δij S̄tx,uy

S1
Stx,uy
= δxy Dtu + Dtx,yu

S2 :
I1 :

by
S2
hΦ̃ax
ij |Φkl i = δab δik δjl Sx,y
xy
I1
vw
hΦti |Φuj i = δij Svwt,xyu

I2 :

I2 ,p
vw
1
hΦtu
ij,p |Φkl,q i = 2 δpq (δik δjl + pδil δjk )Stu,vw

S2
S2
2
|Φa,S
i = |Φax
Sx,y
= D̄yx
ij iVx
ij
(1)
I1
Stvw,uxy = Dtu (2δvx δwy − δwx δvy )
(2)
(2)
(2)
I1
−δvy Dtw,xu − δwx Dtv,yu − δvx Dtu,yw |ΦIi 1 i = |Φvw
ti iVvwt
(3)
(2)
+2δwy Dtv,xu − Dtv,xu,yw
(2)
(2)
I2 ,p
I2 ,p
2
|ΦIij,p
i = |Φtu
Stu,vw
= D̄tv,uw + pD̄tw,uv
ij,p iVtu

(1)

S1
S1
ax
|ΦaS1 ,i i = |Φxa
ti iVtx + |Φti iṼtx
S1
S̄tx,uy
=

(p)

0

X

P0 ,p
Xtu

t≥u

X

X

P ′ ,q

Xvw0

(3)

+ pDtw,uv,xy )fxy ,

(26)

xy

CP1 ,P1′ =

X

XtP1

t

X
u

−

(2)
Dtu,yx

have to be used for the orthogonalization, where the
blocks with the overbar refers to the configurations |Φax
ti i.
Correspondingly, the transformation matrices are written
as

v≥w

(3)
(Dtv,uw,xy

(1)
2δxy Dtu
(1)

subspaces the matrices to be diagonalized are
CP0 ,P ′ = δpq

(2)

X
P′

Xu 1

(2)

Dtu,vw fvw .

(27)

vw

XS1
X̄S1

!

,

V S1
V̄S1

!

.

(31)

(p)

Diagonalizing the CP0 ,P ′ -matrix yields a unitary trans0

formation U(P0 ,p) The total transformation matrix is
then
X P ′ ,p P ,p
P0 ,p
Xtu0 UP ′0 ,
Vtu
=
(28)
0

P0′

and the final orthogonal P0 configurations are defined as
|Φab
P0 ,p i =

X
t≥u

P0 ,p
|Φab
.
tu,p iVtu

(29)

Similar transformations of the active space indices are
possible for each other subspace. Note that for the S1
space there are two kinds of configurations, |Φxa
ti i and
|Φax
ti i, which are not mutually orthogonal. Therefore,
compound overlap and C matrices of the form
2SS1 −SS1
−SS1 S̄S1

!

,

2CS1 −CS1
−CS1 C̄S1

!

(30)

The above procedure defines a unique set of orthogonal
configurations and at the same time minimizes the couplings via the zeroth-order Hamiltonian. The energy of a
conventional CASPT2 is invariant to the transformation
U, and the only effect of this transformation is a simplification of the amplitude equations and an optimally fast
convergence when solving the amplitude equations iteratively. However, when making local approximations, it
is essential to have a unique definition of the orthogonal pairs, since the correlation subspace for each pair is
different. This will be further discussed in section II D.
It should be noted that due to the different zeroth-order
Hamiltonian the definition of the orthogonal configurations is different in the DLPNO-NEVPT2 method of Guo
et al.146 Furthermore, due to the use of the Dyall Hamiltonian there are no couplings between the 8 configuration
subspaces in the NEVPT2 method.
In the orthogonalized configuration space, we define the
first-order wavefunction as
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Ψ

(1)

=

"
X X X

P0 p=±1

a,b

+

"
X X
a

+

S0

XX
I1

i

P0 ,p
|Φab
P0 ,p iTab

|ΦaS0 itSa 0 +

|ΦIi 1 itiI1

+

S1

I2 i≥j p=±1

In a conventional CASPT2 implementation it is possible
to compute the residuals in the non-orthogonal configuration basis, and transform them to the orthogonal basis
just for the amplitude update. This transformation is
necessary to remove linear dependencies and to ensure
fast convergence. The amplitude updates ∆t are subsequently back-transformed to the non-orthogonal basis,
for example for S0 :
X

S0 tuv
Vtuv
Ra ,

(33)

tuv

RaS0
∆tS0
a = − S0 ,
ǫ
Xa
S0
tuv
∆ta =
Vtuv
∆tSa 0 .

i

(34)
(35)

S0

The update ∆ttuv
is then added to the previous coeffia
cients ttuv
.
The
advantage
of this procedure is that all
a
integrals and density matrices that are needed to compute the residuals Ratuv are directly related to orbital labels and independent of the transformation matrices V.
However, in our local treatment this is not possible for
the P0 and P1 spaces, since PNO domains will be defined for each orthogonal pair (cf. section II D). The
transformations would then mix different PNO domains.
P0
P1
Therefore, we need to express the residuals Rab
and Pab
,
P0
P1
as well as all contributions of the amplitudes Tab and Tab
to these and other residuals in the orthogonal ICC basis.
As will be discussed in section II D, we use PAO domains
for the S0 and S1 spaces, and these domains are independent of the active labels. Therefore, for these spaces (as
well as for the I1 and I2 spaces) one can either compute
the residuals in the orthogonal or in the non-orthogonal
ICC basis. Which way is more efficient depends on the
numbers of active and virtual orbitals. Computing the
residuals in the orthogonal basis has the advantage that

P1 ,i
|Φab
i,P1 iTab

|Φai,S1 itSa 1 ,i +

XX X

Amplitude equations

RaS0 =

P1 ,i

XX

ij
Here we write amplitude matrices such as Tab
in upper
case; the superscripts denote different matrices and the
subscripts the matrix elements. Amplitude vectors such
as tSa 0 are written in lower case.

C.

+

X

2
itij,p
|ΦIij,p
I2 .

1 X ab ij
|Φ iT
+
2 i,j ij ab

XX
S2

i,j

#

ij
2
|Φa,S
ij ita,S2

i
(32)

due to redundancies the number of residuals may be significantly smaller than in the non-orthogonal basis, and
the amplitudes must not be back transformed to the nonorthogonal basis. However, the transformations have to
be applied to many intermediate quantities, and for the
S0 and I1 spaces some of these transformations scale as
9
Mact
, where Mact is the number of active orbitals. If
the transformation is done as shown in eq. (33), it scales
6
only as Mact
Mvirt (for S0 ). The best choice may therefore
depend on the ratio of virtual to active orbitals. For consistency, we will present all equations in the orthogonal
basis, but it is straightforward to reorder the summations to obtain the form in eq. (33). In our program the
residuals for the I1 and S0 spaces are evaluated in the
9
non-orthogonal basis, in order to avoid the Mact
transformation mentioned above.
In order to illustrate the structure of the equations, we
will only present the residual for the P spaces here, since
these will be relevant in section II D for the PNO generation. All other residuals can be found in the supporting information. We assume that the virtual block
of the Fock matrix is diagonal with eigenvalues ǫa , and
(p)
that the matrices CP0 ,P ′ [cf. eq. (26)] and CP1 ,P1′ [cf.
0
eq. (27)] are diagonal with eigenvalues cP0 ,p , cP1 , respectively. Since the zeroth-order Hamiltonian only contains
one-electron operators, the P spaces can only couple with
the S spaces. Straightforward algebra yields for the matrix elements hΦ̃λ |Ĥ|0i, which are needed to compute the
correlation energy,
ij
hΦ̃ab
ij |Ĥ|0i = Kab ,

hΦ̃ab
P1 ,j |Ĥ|0i =
hΦab
P0 ,p |Ĥ|0i =

(36)

X
P1 tj
†
P1 ,j
VP1 SP1 t Kab
≡ Kab
,

(37)

t

X
t≥u

1  P0 ,p † P0 ,p P0 ,p tu,p
V
S
Kab
tu
1 + δtu

P0 ,p
≡ Kab
,

(38)

mn
where Kab
= (a m|b n) are the two-electron repulsion
integrals in Mulliken notation, and

tu,p
Kab
=


1 tu
tu
.
Kab + pKba
2

(39)
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The residuals for the three pair classes can be written as
ij
Rab

ij
ij
ij
ji
= Kab
+ ǫij
ab Tab + Gab + Gba ,

P1 ,j
P1 ,j
P1 ,j P1 ,j
1 ,j
Rab
= Kab
+ ǫab
Tab + GP
ab ,

(40)

Within each space and for given inactive orbitals i, j the
zeroth-order Hamiltonian is diagonal, and the diagonal
matrix elements of Ĥ (0) − E (0) are
= ǫa + ǫb − fii − fjj ,

P1 ,j
ǫab
P0 ,p
ǫab

= ǫa + ǫb + c

P1

= ǫa + ǫb + c

P0 ,p

− fjj −
−

(43)
(0)
Eact ,

(0)
Eact ,

=−

1 ,j
GP
ab

X
k6=j

ik j
Tab
fk −

(45)

1 X i P1 ,j
fP1 Tab
2
P1

X S ,j
1 X ij,S2 S2
+
ta fb + fai
(46)
tb 1 σS1 ,
2
S2
S1
X P ,j P ,p
X P ,k j X
1
fP01,p Tab0
=−
Tab1 fk −
(2
−
p)
p
P0
k6=j
X
X
P1 kj
S0 P1
j
−
fk Tab + fa
tb σS0
S0

k

X
P1 S1 ,j
+
(fa,S
t
+ taS1 ,j f¯SP11,b ),
1 b

(47)

S1

0 ,p
GP
ab

=−

X

P1 ,j
fPP10,j,p Tab

P1 ,j

+

X

P0 ,p S0
fa,S
t .
0 b

(48)

S0

The coupling coefficients are contractions of transformed
density matrices with Fock-matrix elements :
1 X X P1 X P0 ,p P0 ,p
fit
Stu,vw Vvw ,
Vu
2 t
vw
u
X
X P ,p X
S0
S0
=
fax
Vtu0
Stux,vwy
,
Vvwy

fPP10,i,p =
P0 ,p
fa,S
0

x

P1
fa,S
=
1

X

tu

fav

v

f¯SP11,b

=

X
v

fiP1 =

X
t

fbS2 =

X

VtP1

t

fbv

X

X

X
uw

VtP1

t

fit

(49)
(50)

vwy

X

X
uw

(1)

S1
S1
S1
), (51)
(Stv,uw
− S̃tw,vu V̄uw
Vuw
(1)

S1
,
(Dtu δvw − S̃tw,uv )V̄uw

Dtu VuP1 ,

(52)
(53)

u

S2
VuS2 Sut
ftb ,

(54)

tu

1 S1
(1)
S1
),
Dtu (Vtu
− V̄tu
2
tu
X
X (2)
S0
=
VtP1
,
Dut,wv Vvwu

σS1 =
σSP01

X
t

uvw

1
(2)
(2)
(2Dtv,uw + Dtw,uv ).
3

(57)

,j
We have also used fiP1 = fPi 1 and fPP01,p
= fPP10,j,p .
The residuals have been implemented using a local version65,66 of the integrated tensor framework
(ITF).36,145 More details will be given in section III D.

D.

Definition of PNOs and domains

(44)

P
(1)
(0)
where Eact = tu Dtu ftu . The couplings between different configuration blocks are described by the matrices
Gij
ab

S̃tu,vw =

(41)

P0 ,p
P0 ,p
P0 ,p P0 ,p
P0 ,p
0 ,p
Rab
= Kab
+ ǫab
Tab + GP
ab + pGba . (42)

ǫij
ab

where

(55)
(56)

In order to achieve linear scaling of the computation time
and required memory with the molecular size local approximations are introduced. These approximations are
very similar as for single reference cases: the occupied
orbitals are localized, and the excitations for each pair
are restricted to pair-specific domains of local virtual orbitals. Furthermore, the small energy contributions of
distant pairs (i.e. those where the orbitals i and j are
spatially far apart) can be neglected or approximated by
a multipole treatment (cf. section II E).
In the current work we use a two-step procedure to define
the domains: first, large pair domains of projected atomic
orbitals (PAOs) are generated. PAOs are defined as42


X
|φPAO
i
=
1
−
|mihm|
|φAO
r̃
r̃ i,

(58)

m

where |φAO
r̃ i are suitable atomic orbitals (normally basis
functions). In the following, the non-orthogonal PAOs
will be labeled by indices r̃, s̃. The PAO domains are
used to obtain a non-iterative approximation for the pair
amplitudes. Secondly, pair natural orbitals (PNOs) are
constructed from these amplitudes. This leads to a strong
reduction of the domain sizes. The intermediate use of
PAO domains is necessary in order to avoid an O(N 5 ) [or
O(N 4 ) if distant pairs are excluded] scaling of the PNO
generation step. This is very similar as in previous work
on PNO-LMP299,100 and PNO-LCCSD.88,92,97
However, in the multireference case there are some additional subtleties to consider. As already pointed out in
section II B, a unique set of orthogonal pair functions
must be constructed, in order to obtain a unique set
of PNOs and well defined energies. Furthermore, one
has to define suitable domains for the semi-internal configurations (S0 , S1 , and S2 ) spaces. For the S2 space
one can use the domains of the corresponding P2 pairs,
since both spaces describe the correlation of a unique ij
pair, and the corresponding PNOs are independent of
the transformation VS2 . However, for the P0 and P1
spaces the PNOs depend on the VP0 ,p and VP1 transformations, which are different than the transformations for
the S0 and S1 spaces. Thus, there is no direct relation
between the (P1 , i) and (S1 , i) spaces, and the number of
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P1 and S1 functions is different. The same holds for the
S0 and P0 spaces. One possibility that we tested is to
use the PNO domains of the diagonal pairs (ii) for the
semi-internal configurations (S1 , i). However, it turned
out that these PNOs are not well suited, and the loss in
correlation energy is significant. This was also found in
the recent local PNO-NEVPT2 method by Guo et al.;146
these authors used enlarged PNO domains of the (ii)
pairs, obtained with a very small PNO occupation number threshold. We found it simpler and more accurate
not to use PNOs for the S1 and S0 spaces at all. Instead,
we use PAO domains. The construction of these domains
will be described further below.
The orbitals are localized separately for the inactive and
active orbitals. As in our other recent local methods, we
use in the current work intrinsic bond orbitals (IBOs).147
This type of localization yields LMOs and partial atomic
charges that are very insensitive to the basis set. The
partial charges can therefore be conveniently used to define orbital domains. Since our formulation is invariant
to unitary transformations among the active orbitals, the
localization of the active orbitals does not affect the results. We therefore localize the active orbitals only in
order to define the PAO domains in a unique way, as
described below. However, in the actual calculation the
natural or canonical active orbitals that result from the
preceding CASSCF calculation are used, since then also
the reference vector c can be directly taken from the
CASSCF. Note that with natural active orbitals the P1
and S2 spaces are automatically orthogonal, since the
corresponding overlap matrices only depend on the 1RDM.
In our implementation the PAO domains are center
based, i.e. all PAOs that arise from the AOs at selected
centers are included in the domain. Thus, all domains
are uniquely defined by center lists. The selection of the
centers for the orbital domains proceeds in two steps:
As in our previous work on PNO-LMP2, primary orbital
domains are selected based on the partial IBO charges,
and by default include all centers with charges ≥ TLMO
(default TLMO = 0.2). Secondly, extended domains are
created by adding neighboring centers to the primary domain for each LMO. Neighboring atoms are those which
are connected to any atom within the primary domain
by up to IEXT bonds, or within a radius of REXT bohr.
For simplicity, we use by default REXT=2*IEXT+1 bohr.
The connectivity criterion IEXT has the advantage that
it is independent of the bond lengths (two atoms are considered to be bonded if their distance is smaller than
1.2 times the sum of the atomic radii). On the other
hand, the distance criterion also covers the case that two
non-bonded atoms happen to be close (e.g. at transition
states or in molecular clusters). In many cases IEXT=1
is sufficient, but for high accuracy IEXT=2 (default) is
recommended. Examples will be given in section IV C.
The PAO orbital domains for the inactive orbitals are
denoted [i]PAO . A special treatment is necessary for the

active space. Since it is not possible to assign specific
active orbitals to the configuration classes S1 , S0 , P1 , and
P0 , we use the union of the domains [t]PAO of all active
orbitals t to define a single active domain [act]PAO . This
domain is assigned to all active orbitals.
Next, pair domains [ij]PAO = [i]PAO ∪ [j]PAO (used for
S2 and P2 pairs) and [act, j]PAO = [act]PAO ∪ [j]PAO for
the (S1 , j) and (P1 , j) configuration spaces are created.
The P0 and S0 spaces solely use the [act]PAO domain.
Each pair domain generated in this way is orthogonalized and made pseudo-canonical (PC) by diagonalizing
the Fock matrix in the subspace of the domain. This is
exactly as in the PNO-LMP2 case and we refer to previous work99 for further details. The orthogonal PC-PAOs
will be denoted by indices r, s, and the corresponding
P1 ,j
0
orbital energies are denoted ǫij
, and ǫP
r , ǫr
r . The resulting PC-PAOs are different for each pair, and strictly
they should therefore be labeled by indices rij , rP1 ,j , rP0 .
For the sake of simplicity, we will in the following omit
the superscripts on the PAO labels r, s since they always belong to the same pair domain as indicated by
the superscripts of the amplitude or integral matrices to
which they belong. The transformations from the nonorthogonal PAO domains to the orthonormal PC-PAO
ij
]r̃r .
domains are described by matrices [WPAO
ij
Once the PC-PAO domains are known, the integrals Krs
,
P0
P1 ,j
Krs , and Krs are computed. More details about this
step will be given in section III B. By neglecting the
matrices G in eqs. (46)–(48) we can then obtain a semicanonical (SC) approximation for the pair amplitudes
ij
Trs
P1 ,j
Trs
P0 ,p
Trs

ij ij
= −Krs
/ǫrs ,

=
=

P1 ,j P1 ,j
−Krs
/ǫrs ,
P0 ,p P0 ,p
−Krs /ǫrs ,

ij
T̃rs
P1 ,j
T̃rs

ij
ij
= 2Trs
− Tsr

=

P1 ,j
2Trs

−

P1 ,j
Tsr

(59)
(60)
(61)

where the denominators are given by eqs. (43)–(45) with
a, b replaced by the PC-PAO labels r, s. Using these amplitudes, external pair densities
ij
Drs


1  ij† ij
T̃ T + T̃ij Tij† rs ,
1 + δij
 P1 ,j† P1 ,j

= T̃
T
+ T̃P1 ,j TP1 ,j† rs ,

= TP0 ,p† TP0 ,p ]rs

=

P1 ,j
Drs
P0 ,p
Drs

(62)
(63)
(64)

are computed and diagonalized, which yields the unitary
transformations from the PC-PAO to the PNO basis, e.g.
for the P2 space:


ij†
ij
WPNO
Dij WPNO



āb̄

= nij
ā δāb̄ .

(65)

Again, we use the simplified notation that the PNO indices ā, b̄ refer to the PNOs for the pair, which is indicated by the superscripts of the corresponding matrix.
The PNO domains (i.e. the columns of the matrices
WPNO that are kept) are selected by two criteria: the
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first is based on the natural occupation numbers nij
ā , and
occ
all PNOs for which nij
≥
T
are
included.
In
our
proā
PNO
occ
gram the default value for the threshold is TPNO
= 10−8 .
The occupation number criterion works well for spatially
close orbital pairs, but may lead to too small or even
empty domains for more distant orbital pairs. This may
lead to a significant underestimation of long-range dispersion energies.99 In order to avoid this problem, an
additional completeness criterion based on the pair energies must be satisfied. The semi-canonical PAO pair
energies are
PAO
Eij
= (2 − δij )

EPPAO
1,j = 2

X

X

ij ij
T̃rs
Krs ,

rs∈[ij]PAO

(i ≥ j)

(66)

P1 ,j P1 ,j
T̃rs
Krs ,

(67)

P0 ,p P0 ,p
Trs
Krs .

(68)

rs∈[P1 ,j]PAO

EPPAO
0,p =

X

rs∈[P0 ]PAO

The integral matrices and amplitude matrices are
transformed to the PNO basis, e.g.
Kij
=
 ij†


 āb̄
ij
ij
ij†
ij
ij
WPNO Kij WPNO
,
T
=
W
T
W
,
and
PNO
PNO āb̄
āb̄
āb̄
then corresponding PNO pair energies are computed
using these matrices but with reduced PNO domains
ā, b̄ ∈ [ij]PNO . Initially, the domains selected by the
occupation-number criterion are used. Then further
PNOs (in the order of decreasing natural occupation
numbers) are added until the criterion
PNO
Eij
PAO
Eij

≥

en
TPNO

(69)

en
is satisfied. The default value is TPNO
= 0.997. The
transformations and domain selections for the P1 and P0
spaces are completely analogous.

Again,P
the block of the Fock matrix in the PNO domain
ij ij
ǫr Wrijb̄ (ā, b̄ ∈ [ij]PNO ) is diagonalFāijb̄ = r∈[ij]PAO Wrā
ized to get pseudo-canonical PNOs (labeled a, b) with orbital energies ǫij
a . The integral matrices are transformed
accordingly. In the following it will always be assumed
that the virtual orbitals are pseudo-canonical and that
ij
[WPNO
]ra includes the latter transformation. Finally,
total transformation matrices from the non-orthogonal
PAO basis to the pseudo-canonical PNO basis
ij
ij
[Wij ]r̃a = [WPAO
· WPNO
]r̃a

(70)

are formed and stored. These matrices (and similar ones
for the P1 and P2 pairs) are needed to compute the overlap matrices between different PNO domains, see below.
In summary, we have now pseudo-canonical pair domains
[ij]PC-PNO for the P2 and S2 spaces, [P1 , j]PC-PNO for the
P1 space, [P0 , p]PC-PNO for the P0 space, [act, j]PC-PAO
for the S1 space, and [act]PC-PAO for the S0 space.

For each of these a matrix W exists, which transforms
from the non-orthogonal PAO basis to the corresponding pseudo-canonical pair basis. Note that for the S1
and S0 spaces the transformations are independent of
the running labels S1 and S0 . The S1 and S0 residuals
are calculated in the non-orthogonal PAO basis, and only
transformed to the pseudo-canonical basis for the update
procedure. This strongly reduces the number of transformation and overlap matrices to be stored. Additionally,
the system-inherent domains148 can be employed for the
S1 and S0 spaces in order to reduce the memory demand
and computational cost; however, this was not utilized
in the current implementation. For simplicity, we will in
the following drop the subscripts PC-PNO or PC-PAO
for the domain specifications, i.e. [ij] ≡ [ij]PC-PNO and
[act, j] ≡ [act, j]PC-PAO .
Due to the fact that the PNOs for different pairs are
mutually non-orthogonal, the amplitudes that occur in
the G matrices must be multiplied with overlap matrices
between the domains that are involved in the interaction.
For example, the first and last terms in Gij [eq. (46)]
become in the PNO basis:
X
j
Gij
=−
S[ij],[ik] Tik
[ik],[ik] S[ik],[ij] fk + . . .
[ij],[ij]
k6=j

X S ,j

†
i
1
S[ij],[act,j]
+f[ij]
t[act,j]
σS1

(71)

S1

where


†
S[ij],[ik] = Wij SPAO Wik [ij],[ik] ,

†
act,j 
S[ij],[act,j] = Wij SPAO WPAO
,
[ij],[act,j]

(72)
(73)

and [SPAO ]r̃s̃ = hr̃|s̃i is the overlap matrix of the PAOs.
The subscripts in square brackets indicate the domains of
the corresponding matrix or vector indices; e.g., S[ij],[ik]
is the overlap matrix between the PC-PNO domains
[ij] and [ik], while S[ij],[act,j] is the overlap matrix between the PC-PNO-domain [ij] and the PC-PAO domain
[act, j]. Similar transformations with overlap matrices
occur in all other terms of the G matrices.
We finally note that the domain selection procedure in
the DLPNO-NEVPT2 program of Guo et al.146 is slightly
different. They choose PAO domains based on a differential overlap integral criterion, cf. eq. (23) of their paper.
Furthermore, in the PNO domain selection they do not
employ the additional completeness criterion [eq. (69)],
and do not use different PNOs for singlet and triplet pairs
for the P0 space. Due to the different definitions of the
NEVPT2 and CASPT2 Ĥ (0) operators, the unique P0
and P1 pairs (obtained by block-diagonalizing Ĥ (0) ) are
not the same in both approaches, which could also affect the PNO domain approximation. The effect of these
differences on domain sizes and results would require a
detailed comparison of both methods, which has not been
possible so far. Most likely, the effect is small.
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E.

Distant pair approximations

Without further approximations, the number of pairs and
amplitudes still scales quadratically with the molecular
size (for a constant number of active orbitals). In order
to achieve linear scaling, the two-electron integrals such
as (ri|sj) for distant pairs ij can be approximated by
multipole expansions. The values of these integrals decay exponentially with the distances between the local
orbitals r and i or s and j. Therefore, if i and j are
spatially far apart, the integrals have only sizable values
if r is close to i and s close to j. Thus, it is assumed
that ri ∈ [ii]PC-PAO and sj ∈ [jj]PC-PAO , and exchangetype integrals (sj i|ri j) as well as charge-transfer terms
(ri i|si j) are neglected. The multipole approximation is
based on theR fact that the densities ρri , ρsj carry no
charge, i.e. ρri (r)dr = 0. Then the first contribution
in the long-range multipole expansion is the dipole-dipole
interaction of the charge densities ρri (r1 ) and ρsj (r2 ),
and the simplest approximation for the integrals is88
(ri i|sj j) ≈

√
2 i
hr |x̂|iihsj |x̂|ji
3
Rij
i

j

i

j


+hr |ŷ|iihs |ŷ|ji + hr |ẑ|iihs |ẑ|ji , (74)

where Rij is the distance between the charge centers of
i and j. Using these integrals, the distant pair energies Eij can be approximated using eqs. (59) and (66).
This is exactly as in the closed-shell case. More accurate
higher order multipole approximations are also possible
and have been used in the past.49,50 In the current work
we employ only the simple form of eq. (74). Based on
this approximation, all pairs (ij) are fully included in
the PNO-CASPT2 for which Eij ≥ Tdist (the default is
Tdist = 10−6 Eh ).
Integrals such as (ai|tj) or (ui|tj) decay exponentially
with the distance between the inactive and active orbitals, and therefore these contributions could be entirely neglected if Rj,t > Rdist . The distance between
two orbitals is defined as the shortest distance between
any atoms in the primary domains. In order to keep the
invariance with respect to unitary transformations in the
active space, the shortest distance Rj,act = min({Rjt }
for any active orbital t is used, and the integrals and corresponding pairs are neglected if Rj,act > Rdist , where
Rdist is a distance criterion. Such criteria are applied
to the P1 , S1 , S2 , I1 , and I2 spaces, with a default
value of Rdist = 15 bohr. In addition, the S2 and I2
spaces are restricted to the P2 pair list. Using the default
value of Rdist , the error caused by the distance criterion
for the [(C4 SH3 )-[CH2 ]50 -(C4 SH3 )]2+ system (see section
IV) amounts only to 10 µH.
Currently, the multipole approximation is only applied
for the P2 space. We note, however, that multipole approximations would also be possible for other spaces. If
natural orbitals are used for the active space, the config-

urations |Φab
tj i (P1 space) are automatically orthogonal
and the natural orbital label t corresponds to the label
P1 (since VtP1 = δP1 ,t ). The integrals (ta|jb) can then
be approximated as above and the energy contribution
Eti be computed on the fly without storing the integrals.
Similarly, with natural active orbitals the S2 space is orr,S2
thogonal, i.e., |Φrt
ij i = |Φij i, and the integrals (ia|jt)
could also be approximated by a multipole expansion.
For the remaining spaces the multipole approximation is
more complicated, since the energy contributions cannot
be computed without transforming the integrals to the
orthogonal ICC basis. Naturally, distant pair approximations should not be needed for the P0 and S0 spaces, since
we assume that the active space is local. Furthermore, for
the S1 and I1 spaces the matrix elements hΦλ |Ĥ|0i also
depend on Fock matrix elements, which may give longrange contributions. One must also be careful to avoid
multipole approximations for integrals such as (ri|tt). In
this case the dipole-dipole approximation is not valid,
since the charge distributions ρtt carry a charge of 1. A
detailed analysis shows, however, that all such integrals
can be replaced by Fock matrix elements.
Multipole approximations for these spaces as well as
higher-order multipole approximations will be investigated in future work and reported elsewhere.

III.

IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we summarize some details about the implementation of our PNO-CASPT2 method.

A.

Computation of density matrices

For the fully contracted CASPT2 method one needs the
active space density matrices up to third order as well as a
contraction of the 4-RDM with the Fock matrix elements
ftu (see below). The 3-RDM is computed by using eq.
(4)
P and the resolution of the identity in the CAS space
I |IihI| as
(3)

Dtu,vw,xy =

X
I

h0|Êtu,vw |IihI|Êxy |0i
(2)

(2)

−δwx Dtu,vy − δux Dty,vw

(75)

The transition densities AI,xy = hI|Êxy |0i are precomputed and kept in memory. The two-particle transition
(tv)
densities Buw,I = h0|Êtu,vw |Ii are computed on-the-fly
for fixed indices t ≥ v. These quantities are evaluated using a spin-adapted CSF basis and the efficient symmetric
group technique described in Ref. 32. The 1-RDM and
2-RDM are then obtained as matrix-vector products, and
the contribution to the 3-RDM by a matrix multiplica-
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tion:

B.
(1)
Dxy
(2)

Dtu,vw
X
I

h0|Êtu,vw |Ii

X
J


= A† c xy


= B(tv) c uw


(76)
(77)

hI|Êxy |0i = [B(tv) A]uw,xy , (78)

where uw and xy are composite indices, and c is the reference coefficient vector. The algorithm requires that the
2-RDM and 3-RDM as well as the matrix A and one matrix B(tv) fit into memory. If the memory is insufficient,
it would be possible to page over blocks of intermediate
CSFs I, but this was not necessary for any calculation in
this paper. Parallelization is over the indices tu.
In addition, one needs in CASPT2 the contractions
X (1)
(0)
Eact =
Dtu ftu ,
(79)
tu

2f
Dtu

=

X

(2)

(80)

(3)

(81)

(4)

(82)

Dtu,vw fvw ,

vw

3f
Dtu,vw
=

X

Dtu,vw,xy fxy ,

xy

4f
Dtu,vw,xy
=

X

Dtu,vw,xy,zz′ fzz′ .

zz ′

The evaluation of the first three quantities is of course
trivial once the density matrices (up to the 3-RDM) are
available. The contraction of the 4-RDM can be written
as
X
X (3)
4f
Dtu,vw,xy
=
h0|Êtu,vw,xy |0f i −
Dtu,vw,xz fyz
z

I

−

X

(3)
Dtu,vz,xy fwz

z

−

X

(3)

Dtz,vw,xy fuz , (83)

z

where
|0f i =

X
I

|IidfI ,

dfI =

X
zz ′

hI|Êzz′ |0ifzz′ .

Linear-scaling integral evaluation

(84)

The first term of eq. (83) can be computed in exactly the
same way as eq. (75) by using in all ket functions the vector df rather than the reference vector c. In this way the
additional effort for computing the contribution of the
4-RDM is even less than the effort for computing the 3RDM, since the intermediates B(tv) can be used for both.
Apart from the lower-order terms, only the modified matrix [Af ]I,xy = hI|Êxy |0f i needs to be precomputed and
stored, and an additional matrix multiplication as in eq.
(78) is required.
The calculation of all density matrices and contractions
Dnf (n ≤ 4) takes about 1 and 40 sec for CAS(10,10)
(19404 CSFs) and CAS(12,12) (226512 CSFs) reference
functions, respectively (using 4 compute cores). Due to
the factorial scaling of the number of reference configurations with the number of active orbitals the computational effort grows steeply for larger active spaces.

For the CASPT2 method one first needs the integrals
mn
mn
nm
mn
Kr̃s̃
(2-external), Kr̃t
, Kr̃t
= Ktr̃
(1-external), and
mn
Ktu
(0-external), where the labels m ≥ n run over all
correlated LMOs, t, u over the active space, and r̃, s̃ over
the non-orthogonal PAOs of the domain [mn]PAO . In
order to avoid separate integral evaluations for the three
integral classes, we extend in the integral transformation
each PAO domain [mn]PAO by the active orbitals, so that
each matrix Kmn then consists of the blocks
!
mn
mn
Kr̃s̃
Kr̃u
mn
,
r̃, s̃ ∈ [mn]PAO (85)
K
≡
mn
mn
Kts̃
Ktu
These integral matrices are computed using local density fitting (LDF)57 with the same parallel program as
described recently for PNO-LMP2.99,100 If sparsity of
the LMO and PAO matrices is used as described in
detail in Ref. 99, the transformation scales linearly
(provided the active space is local). Here we use the
same default truncation thresholds as in Ref. 100, i.e.
TLMO = TPAO = 10−6 .
Subsequently, for each matrix Kmn the 4 blocks are sepmn
arated, and the 2-external blocks Kr̃s̃
are transformed
to the PC-PAO basis using the transformation matrices
mn
WPAO
. The 1-external blocks are stored as vectors, e.g.,
txj
tj
tj
tu
Kr ≡ Kxr
, K̄rtxj ≡ Krx
(S1 ), and Krtux ≡ Krx
(S0 ).
These integrals are left in the non-orthogonal PAO basis
since the transformation to the PC-PAO basis is more
conveniently done at a later stage. The all-internal inteti
i
ij
(I1 ). The
≡ Kvw
(I2 ), and Kvwt
grals are stored as Kvw
tu
are only needed for computing
all-active integrals Kvw
the reference energy. In our program the reference energy and the reference CI-vector c can be taken directly
from the preceding MCSCF calculation, and in this case
these integrals are not needed and not stored.
The final step is to transform the integrals for the various
spaces to the orthogonal ICC basis, as shown in eqs. (37)
and (38) for the P1 and P0 spaces, respectively. For the
other spaces the transformations are (cf. Table II)
KrS0 =

X

†

V S 0 SS 0

tvw

KrS1 ,j =

X
tv

+

X
tv

KrS2 ,ij =

X

X
tuv

KIij2 ,p =

X
t≥u

tvw

Krtvw ,

(2VS1 − ṼS1 )† SS1
†

(86)

S1
tv

ṼS1 † S̃S1 − VS1 SS1
†

V S 2 SS 2

t

KIi1 =

 S0

†

[VI1 SI1

 S2
t

I1

tuv

Krtij ,

Krtvj

 S1
tv

K̃rtvj ,

i
Ktuv
,

1  I2 ,p † I2 ,p I2 ij,p
K .
V
S
tu tu
1 + δtu

(87)
(88)
(89)
(90)
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ij,p
The integrals Ktu
are defined as in eq. (39). Note that
for the S1 , S0 , and I1 spaces also Fock matrix elements
contribute to the corresponding terms hΦλ |Ĥ|0i, which
are not included above.

C.

Parallelization

The integral transformation and PNO generation is fully
parallelized using the Global Array (GA) software.149
(see http://hpc.pnl.gov/globalarrays).
The integral
transformation uses a dynamical parallelization model,
as described in Refs. 99 and 100. Subsequently, the
pairs are distributed over processors. In order to be able
to carry out the transformations of the integrals from
the non-orthogonal to the orthogonal ICC basis (cf.
section III B) in parallel and without communication,
it is necessary to store all integrals for the P0 and S0
spaces on the same processor. Similarly, for the P1 ,
S1 , and I1 spaces all integrals for the same closed-shell
orbital j must be stored on the same processor, and so
the distribution is over the index j. Finally, the P2 , S2 ,
and I2 pairs are distributed so that the total number
of pairs on each processor is as similar as possible.
The transformations and the PNO generation can then
be done independently for the pairs on the individual
processors and scales well over multiple compute nodes.
However, since the ITF implementation described in
section III D is at the current stage only moderately
parallel, the overall parallel speedup is only modest,
and the program only works on shared file systems (i.e.,
within one compute node). A fully scalable multi-node
implementation will be developed in future.

tom occupied indices to define each domain block; these
correspond to the indices in square brackets.
Such phantom tensor indices have been introduced already before for tensors in the OSV basis.65 They are
even more essential for an efficient PNO implementation,
since united domains cannot be used in the PNO case.
This kind of indices has some unique properties in the
contractions, i.e., the summations usually do not run over
these indices.
It has been shown before65,66 that the LITF algorithms
are quite efficient for solving residual equations, but are
less efficient for calculating integrals. Therefore the integrals as well as the density matrices and PNOs are calculated using native programming-language routines as
described in section III. Then the integrals, density matrices, orthogonalization tensors and PAO to PNO transformation matrices are imported into the LITF, and everything else is calculated therein.

IV.

The procedures described in section III have been implemented into the development version of MOLPRO.145,150 In
addition, a new non-local fully contracted CASPT2 program has been implemented, in order to compare directly
results with and without local approximations. Both programs include the usual level shift procedure with energy
correction,18 and unless otherwise noted a shift of 0.3 Eh
has been used in all CASPT2 calculations.

A.
D.

Local ITF implementation of the amplitude equations

The PNO-CASPT2 amplitude equations have been implemented using the local integrated tensor framework
(LITF).65,66 For this the framework has been extended
to handle the transformations of active-space quantities such as density matrices to the orthogonalized ICC
spaces, to define the PNO spaces, as well as to introduce
non-triangular pair lists, which are used to define the
PNO domains in the P1 space. Additionally, tensor contractions have been parallelized over loops using a shared
file approach.
For quantities in the PNO basis one often needs indices to
address particular PNO domains or domain blocks. Each
PNO domain is associated to a (orthogonal) pair number or two orbital numbers. These indices are not present
in the tensor itself, they just are used for addressing specific tensors or tensor blocks. They are therefore denoted
phantom tensor indices. For example, the PNO overlap
matrices S[ij],[ik] in Eq. (71) require 4 additional phan-

BENCHMARKS

Computational details

In most calculations the aug-cc-pVDZ orbital basis151,152
was used; for a subset of molecules also the corresponding triple-ζ and quadruple−ζ basis sets have been employed. For second-row atoms such as S or P the augcc-pV(X+d)Z sets153 were used. For simplicity, these
basis sets will in the following be denoted AVDZ, AVTZ,
etc. It is normally sufficient to omit the diffuse functions on hydrogen atoms, and such mixed basis sets are
denoted AVDZ’, AVTZ’, etc. The CASSCF calculations
were carried out with the density fitting implementation8
in MOLPRO, using the corresponding JKFIT auxiliary basis
sets of Weigend.154 Unless otherwise noted, the original
non-augmented sets were employed, but in some cases we
also used the augmented JKFIT sets that are available in
MOLPRO (these were obtained from the standard sets by
adding one diffuse function for each angular momentum
in an even-tempered manner). The effect of the additional diffuse functions in the JKFIT basis was found to
be very small (≤ 0.001 eV for excitation energies). The
effective Fock matrix [eq. (18)] used in the zeroth-order
Hamiltonian has been computed in the MCSCF program
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using the JKFIT auxiliary basis. Also the reference energy and the reference coefficients are directly taken from
the MCSCF. The calculation of these quantities is not included in the timings given later in this section. All twoelectron integrals that were used in the PNO-CASPT2
method were computed using local density fitting as described in section III B using the MP2FIT auxiliary basis sets155 which correspond to the orbital basis. In all
CASPT2 calculations only the valence orbitals were correlated.

B.

Optimization of the reference functions

A major problem for CASPT2 calculations on large
molecules is the choice of the active spaces and the MCSCF optimization of the reference function. For the
molecules studied in this work the choices of the active space was quite straightforward. In most cases it
comprises all π-orbitals of the aromatic systems; in some
cases also interacting lone pairs from neighboring oxygen
or nitrogen atoms were included. The character of the
active space orbitals has been carefully checked, since
(depending on the starting guess) it can easily happen
that the MCSCF procedure converges to an undesired
solution. Unless otherwise noted, the lowest two singlet states have been included in the state-averaged MCSCF (SA-MCSCF) optimization. We are employing the
second-order optimization MCSCF method described in
Refs. 156 and 157, which normally converges very fast
and robustly. However, such second-order methods become very expensive for large molecules, since all integrals with up to two virtual orbitals are needed. In order
to avoid excessive MCSCF optimization times, we used
for some of the larger molecules frozen inactive orbitals.
It turned out that often canonical Hartree-Fock orbitals
are not well suitable for this purpose, since for example
σ and π-type orbitals in non-planar molecules may mix
significantly. Much better results are obtained if the HF
valence orbitals are first localized using the IBO method
(the inner-shell orbitals are kept canonical, to avoid any
mixing which can affect the correlation energy). This
leads to well separated σ and π orbitals, and furthermore allows to select regions for which the orbitals can
be frozen in the MCSCF. We then use the frozen IBOs
for the inactive space in the MCSCF. Often it is sufficient to optimize only the active space orbitals, which
is quite cheap even for larger molecules. Possibly, local
inactive orbitals in the vicinity of the active space could
be included to achieve higher accuracy. The effect of this
approximation is demonstrated for some molecules in Table III. In all cases all inactive orbitals were taken to be
HF/IBOs and frozen in the MCSCF optimization, i.e.,
this is the most extreme approximation. It is found that
the CASSCF calculations with the frozen IBO orbitals
yield in some cases somewhat too high excitation energies, since the HF/IBO inactive orbitals favor the ground

state. However, the errors are largely compensated by
the CASPT2 calculations, and then the excitation energies with and without frozen orbitals differ by at most
0.05 eV, which is well below the intrinsic accuracy of
CASPT2.
Table IV shows computed vertical excitation energies
of the lowest 4 excited states of [(C4 SH3 )-[CH2 ]10 (C4 SH3 )]2+ for various choices of the frozen orbital space.
The frozen orbitals were ROHF/IBOs of the lowest
triplet state. The geometry and computational details
[(10,10) active space, def2-TZVP basis set] have been
taken from Ref. 146. In this case the excitation energies
are more sensitive to the frozen orbital approximation.
If all 77 inactive orbitals are frozen, the CASSCF excitation energies are significantly too high, up to about 1
eV for the third excited state. This error can be strongly
reduced by including all valence orbitals of the rings in
the optimization, still keeping the -[CH2 ]n - chain as well
as the C-H bond orbitals of the rings frozen (65 frozen
IBOs). Even slightly better results are obtained if the
adjacent six C-H and two C-C bond orbitals are also
included in the orbital optimization (57 frozen IBOs).
The CASSCF excitation energies then agree within less
than 0.1 eV with the ones of the fully optimized calculation. Freezing just the core orbitals (28 frozen MOs)
has virtually no effect on the results. The PNO-CASPT2
excitation energies are much less sensitive to the frozen
orbital approximation, and the results from 0 to 65 frozen
core orbitals agree within 0.01-0.02 eV. Even for the calculation with 77 frozen orbitals the errors in the PNOCASPT2 excitation energies are within 0.07 eV. The total energies can be found in the supporting information.
Guo et al.146 presented in their paper DLPNO-NEVPT2
excitation energies for [(C4 SH3 )-[CH2 ]30 -(C4 SH3 )]2+ ,
and these are compared to our PNO-CASPT2 results in
Table V. In the calculation with 145 frozen core all ring
valence orbitals were optimized in the CASSCF. In the
second set of calculations (137 frozen core orbitals) also
the adjacent C-H and C-C bonding orbitals were optimized.
Consistent with the results for n = 10, our frozen core
CASSCF results are in good agreement with the fully optimized CASSCF values of Guo et al. However, the PNOCASPT2 excitation energies are lower than the NEVPT2
ones. This is consistent with our experience that that
CASPT2 often underestimates valence excitation energies, while NEVPT2 overestimates them (as compared
to more accurate MRCI calculations). Small differences
in the excitation energies may also be due to the fact
that Guo et al. computed the closed-shell Fock matrix
without density fitting,158 while we used in the CASSCF
and for the Fock matrix density fitting with the def2TZVPP/JKFIT basis, and for the remaining integrals in
the PNO-CASPT2 the def2-TZVPP/MP2FIT basis. We
do not believe, however, that this is the main reason for
the differences of CASPT2 and NEVPT2.
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TABLE III. CASSCF and CASPT2 calculations using different inactive orbitals (see text). E (1) are the ground state energies
in Eh , ∆E the lowest singlet π → π ∗ vertical excitation energies in eV. The JKFIT and MP2FIT bases which match the orbital
bases were used (i.e. AVDZ/JKFIT and AVDZ/MP2FIT with the AVDZ orbital basis). For the PAO domains IEXT=1 was
used.
(1)

(1)

Molecule

Basis

Orbitals

Tryptophan

AVDZ

HF (IBO) -682.361243 -684.498510
CASSCF -682.361633 -684.498855

4.666
4.632

4.175
4.176

4.180
4.181

Tryptophan

AVTZ’

HF (IBO) -682.509402 -685.074810
CASSCF -682.509787 -685.074809

4.665
4.630

4.114
4.115

4.119
4.120

Nicotine

AVDZ

HF(IBO) -495.842595 -497.508177
CASSCF -495.843461 -497.508310

5.002
4.855

4.569
4.604

4.573
4.608

Adrenaline

AVDZ

HF(IBO) -627.553818 -629.505439
CASSCF -627.554067 -629.505687

4.824
4.758

4.309
4.310

4.313
4.313

2Me2HSDiox

AVDZ

HF(IBO) -856.088906 -857.686883
CASSCF -856.089377 -857.687391

6.097
5.891

4.752
4.801

4.757
4.806

EREF

ECASPT2

∆EREF ∆ECASPT2 ∆ELCASPT2

TABLE IV. Computed vertical excitation energies for the lowest singlet states of [(C4 SH3 )-[CH2 ]10 -(C4 SH3 )]2+ for various
numbers of frozen ROHF/IBO orbitals (given over the columns, see text for details). Basis def2-TZVP, default thresholds,
(10,10) active space.
State
2 1A
3 1A
4 1A
5 1A

C.

77
0.889
0.906
1.796
3.730

65
0.438
0.520
0.958
3.508

CASSCF
57
0.391
0.482
0.873
3.481

28
0.362
0.461
0.823
3.418

0
0.360
0.459
0.819
3.418

Accuracy

The accuracy of PNO-CASPT2 with respect to the
thresholds which determine the PAO and PNO domain
sizes has been benchmarked using the molecules in Figure 1. The number of active electrons and orbitals is
shown in the figure, and in this test set all active orbitals
are of π-type. The geometries (see supporting information) were optimized using MP2 with the AVDZ basis
set.
Figure 2 shows the average percentage of correlation enocc
ergy recovered for all molecules as a function of TPNO
,
using 3 different choices of PAO domain sizes: IEXT=1,2
and complete PAO domains (FULL). The PAO domain
size limits the accuracy that can be achieved with
occ
TPNO
= 0 (full PNO domains; this corresponds to PAOocc
CASPT2). Using TPNO
= 10−10 and IEXT=1 about 99.6
% and with IEXT=2 about 99.9% of the canonical correlation energy are recovered. This is close to the limiting
values of the corresponding curves in Fig. 2. With larger
PNO occupation number thresholds of 10−7 and 10−8
about 99.88% and 99.96%, respectively, of the PAO limits

77
0.564
0.564
1.113
3.092

PNO-CASPT2
65
57
28
0.533 0.534 0.522
0.535 0.535 0.525
1.065 1.067 1.046
3.053 3.041 3.132

0
0.520
0.524
1.043
3.131

are obtained. Based on these results and other tests, we
occ
have chosen the default values TPNO
= 10−8 and IEXT=2,
and overall this yields 99.8-99.9% of the canonical correlation energies. This is consistent with what has been
found for PNO-LMP2.99
The lower limit of the PNO domains for large occupationnumber thresholds is determined by the completeness criterion (0.997), and indeed at least 99.7 % of the limiting PAO values are recovered. Interestingly, the average
number of PNOs, which is indicated in the figure above
the line symbols, is nearly independent of the PAO domain sizes. For the AVDZ basis 50-60 PNOs per pair are
required to reach these accuracies.
Figure 3 shows the error of the computed vertical excitation energies (in eV) for the example of tryptophan,
again using IEXT=1,2, and FULL PAO domains. In all
cases the errors in the excitation energies are negligibly small, the largest deviation from the canonical result amounts to less than 7 meV. For the default values
occ
IEXT=2 and TPNO
= 10−8 the error amounts to 3 meV,
which is almost 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the
typical intrinsic accuracy of CASPT2.
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TABLE V. Comparison of PNO-CASPT2 and DLPNO-NEVPT2 vertical excitation energies for the lowest singlet states of
[(C4 SH3 )-[CH2 ]30 -(C4 SH3 )]2+ . The numbers of frozen inactive orbitals (see text) are given over the columns. Basis def2-TZVP,
default thresholds, (10,10) active space.
CASSCF
this work
Ref. 146
145
137
0
0.454
0.408
0.375
0.538
0.500
0.475
0.992
0.908
0.850
3.514
3.488
3.425

State
2 1A
3 1A
4 1A
5 1A

FIG. 1. Molecules used to benchmark accuracy of PNOCASPT2 with active space specifications
OH
OH

NH

OH

Azulene
[10,10]

Biphenyl
[12,12]

Naphthalene
[10,10]

NH2

Adrenaline
[10,8]

OH

O
OH

OH
OH
OH
NH2

OH

OH

NH2
OH

Catechol
[10,8]

Dopamine
[10,8]

OH

OH

Levo Dopa
[10,8]

NH

CASPT2
this work
145
137
0.546 0.547
0.547 0.548
1.090 1.092
2.819 2.991

NEVPT2
Ref. 146
0
0.613
0.600
1.213
3.600

creases somewhat slower than the number of basis funcocc
tions. For example, for TPNO
= 10−8 the ratio of the
average domain size to the basis set size is 0.325 for
AVDZ and 0.227 for AVQZ. The domain errors for a
given threshold are comparable for all basis sets. The
effect of the basis on the vertical excitation energies is
small, the canonical AVDZ and AVQZ values only differ
by 0.071 eV. Similar results were also obtained for some
other molecules. Of course, the basis set dependency may
be more pronounced for charge-transfer states or higher
excited states, in particular for Rydberg states.

Noradrenaline
[10,8]

O

O

NH
OH

D.

Efficiency and scaling with molecular size

1.

Scaling

NH2

NH2
OH

NH2

Indole
[10,9]

Serotonin
[12,10]

O

N

NH

Tryptophan
[10,9]

Niacinamide
[10,9]
O

H
OH

OH

OH

N

OH

N
N

N

N

Niacin
[10,9]

O

Nicotine
[6,6]

N

Picolinic Acid
[10,9]

NH2

Pyridine
[6,6]

OH

OH

Pyridoxal
[10,9]

S

S

OH
OH

OH

O

O
O

N

Pyridoxamine
[8,7]

O

N

Pyridoxine
[8,7]

In order to demonstrate the asymptotic scaling of the
computational cost with molecular size, we use the
[(C4 SH3 )-[CH2 ]n -(C4 SH3 )]2+ biradical system from the

2Me2HSDiox
[10,7]

2Me4HSDiox
[12,9]

FIG. 2. Convergence of the average correlation energies of the
molecules in Fig. 1 (in % of the canonical value) as a function
occ
of TPNO
for various PAO domain sizes (IEXT=1,2 and FULL
domains). The AVDZ basis has been used. The numbers
above the symbols are the average PNO domain sizes.
100

Similar accuracy was achieved for all other molecules,
occ
cf. Fig. 4. With the default value of TPNO
= 10−8 ,
the maximum errors of the vertical excitation energies
for IEXT=1,2,FULL, amount to 7, 4, 4 meV, respectively.
The errors for IEXT=1 are mainly determined by the PAO
domain size. For IEXT=2 the errors caused by the PAO
and PNO domain approximations become comparable,
which shows that our default settings are reasonable.
Fig. 5 shows the convergence of the vertical excitation
energy of tryptophan for the AVDZ, AVTZ, and AVQZ
basis sets as a function of the domain sizes. The average number of PNOs per pair for a given threshold in-

correlation energy recovered (%)

53

64
63

119

86

110

81

99.8
50

53

99.6 50
61

110

81

51

99.4
FULL
IEXT=2
IEXT=1

48

99.2 -6
10

-7

10

-8

10
TPNO

-9

10

-10

10
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Fig. 6 shows the dependence of the CPU times of the
dominant parts of the calculation as a function of the
chain length n, using 1 compute core of a Xeon E5-2660
v3 @ 2.60GHz processor. The timings for singlets and
triplets are almost the same, and therefore only results
for the singlets will be presented. The scaling is very
close to linear, and the largest calculation for n = 50
(166 atoms, 2508 basis functions) took 17 minutes. This
may be compared with Fig. 6 or Ref. 146, which indicates that the DLPNO-NEVPT2 calculation with the
same basis set on one compute core took about 170 min
(using one core on a Xeon E5649 2.53 GHZ processor).
Of course, such comparisons with different hardware give

FIG. 3. Convergence of the average error in the vertical excitation energies of tryptophan (in meV relative to the canonocc
ical values) as a function of TPNO
for various PAO domain
sizes (IEXT=1,2 and FULL domains). The AVDZ basis has
been used.
Absolute error in excitation energy (meV)

7

7

FULL
IEXT=2
IEXT=1

6
5
4
3
2
1

L-DOPA

Tryptophan

Serotonin

Adrenaline

Pyridoxine

Nicotine

Pyridoxamine

Pyridoxal

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Noradrenaline

9

Dopamine

8

Biphenyl

Azulene

7

2Me2HSDiox

6

2Me4HSDiox

5

Naphthalene

4

PicoAcid

3

Niacinamide

2

Indole

Catechol

1

Niacin

Absolute error in excitation energy (meV)

FIG. 4. Absolute Errors of vertical excitation energies (in
occ
en
eV) for the default threshold TPNO
= 10−8 , TPNO
= 0.997
relative to the canonical values using different PAO thresholds
(IEXT=1,2,FULL).

FIG. 5. Errors of vertical excitation energies of tryptophan
relative to the canonical values as a function of the average
PNO domain size for 3 different basis sets. Default PAO
domain sizes were used. The numbers in the figure correspond
to the PNO thresholds for the first 3 points from the left. The
canonical CASPT2 reference values for the AVDZ, AVTZ, and
AVQZ basis sets are 4.176, 4.113, and 4.105 eV, respectively.
6
Absolute error in excitation energy (meV)

work of Guo et al.146 The geometries have been taken
from the supporting information of that paper and the
same active space (10 electrons in 10 π-orbitals) and orbital basis set (def2-TZVP) has been used. The orbitals
were optimized in state-averaged CASSCF calculations,
including 5 singlet and 5 triplet states. For the longer
chains singlets and triplets become degenerate, and for
technical reasons the orbitals were optimized separately
for singlets and triplets (which does not affect the energies). At the time when we did these calculations we
thought that SA-CASSCF orbitals for 5 singlet and 5
triplet states were used by Guo et al. throughout their
paper (as in their Table 5), but after submission of our
manuscript we were informed that they included only
one singlet and one triplet state in their scaling test
calculations.158 Since the choice of orbitals should not
affect the timings, we did not repeat the calculations. In
order to avoid excessive MCSCF optimization times, we
used ROHF/IBO frozen inactive orbitals of the triplet
state in the final calculations for all n. This is irrelevant for the CASPT2 timings but affects the excitation
energies, as has already been demonstrated in IV B.
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only a rough indication of the relative performance.
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The times needed to compute the residuals for the individual subspaces are shown in Fig. 7 as a function of the
chain length n. As expected, most time is spent for computing the P2 residuals. This time increases linearly with
the molecular size. The times for the remaining spaces
are nearly independent of n; this is due to the restriction
that the corresponding inactive indices i and/or j must
be close to the active space. As mentioned before, this
approximation affects the energy of the largest chain only
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FIG. 6. Timings of PNO-CASPT2 calculations for the
1
A ground states of [(C4 SH3 )-[CH2 ]n -(C4 SH3 )]2+ using SACASSCF (10,10) reference functions (see text). One compute
core of a Xeon E5-2660 v3@2.60GHz processor was used.

FIG. 8. The Cu and Fe-complex
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FIG. 7. Timings of PNO-CASPT2 calculations for individual
contributions to the PNO-CASPT2 residuals for the same systems as in Fig. 6. The timings refer to 7 iterations.
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by about 10 µH. The large fraction of iteration time that
is independent of the molecular size explains the slow
increase of the total time with chain length in Fig. 6.

2.

NH

Application to copper and iron complexes

To demonstrate the applicability of the method to larger
systems, we carried out calculations for the singlet and
triplet side-on Cu - O2 complexes with the L2 ligand from
the work of Gherman et al.159 , and for a FeC72 N2 H100
complex from Guo et al.146 The geometries were taken
from the respective papers and are shown schematically
in Fig. 8.
For the Fe-complex the same basis set (def2-TZVP) and
active space (6,5) as in the NEVPT2 calculations of Guo

Fe-complex from Ref. 146

et al. were used (2939 basis functions, 406 correlated
electrons, 10999 non-distant orthogonal pairs). The computed total energies of the quintet ground state of the Fecomplex as well as the energy differences to the triplet
and singlet excited states are presented in Table VI and
compared with DLPNO-NEVPT2 calculations of Guo et
al.146 The CASSCF energies of both calculations slightly
differ, since Guo et al. used state-averaged CASSCF optimization for the lowest two states and did not use density fitting to compute the closed-shell part of the Fock
matrix.158 In our CASSCF calculations we optimized the
states separately and only optimized the 9 orbitals that
are exclusively localized at the Fe and neighboring N
atoms (based on IBO partial charges). The remaining
279 orbitals were frozen ROHF/IBO orbitals of the 5 A
ground state. For this state the ROHF energy is identical
to the ground state CASSCF energy. Thus, the freezing
approximation only affects the excited states, and this
may partly explain why our CASSCF excitation energy
to the triplet state is slightly higher than the one of Guo
et al. For comparison, a second set of CASSCF calculations was carried out, in which all 13 IBOs that contain
the Fe and N atoms were optimized. This lowers the
CASSCF excitation energies for the 3 A and 1 A states by
only 0.004 and 0.003 eV, respectively. The IBO subspaces
of 9 or 13 orbitals that were optimized in the CASSCF
were chosen automatically using the region method described in Ref. 63, and correspond to the ”exclusive” and
”inclusive” options in MOLPRO, respectively.
As already mentioned, our PNO-CASPT2 excitation
energy for the 3 A state is somewhat higher than the
DLPNO-NEVPT2 one, and our computed correlation energy with level shift 0.3 Eh , IEXT=1 is 1.2% smaller. As
shown in Table VII, the latter result is mainly due to the
level shift; if the shift is reduced to 0.1 Eh and IEXT is increased to 2, we obtain a ground-state correlation energy
that is almost identical to the NEVPT2 value of Guo at
al. However, the excitation energies are hardly affected
by the level shift and the PAO domain size (IEXT). Part
of the difference in the excitation energy may also be
due to the fact that we optimized the orbitals for each
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TABLE VI. First line: CASSCF total energies (+4156 Eh )
and CASPT2/NEVPT2 correlation energies (in Eh ) for the
5
A ground state of the FeC72 N2 H100 complex. Other lines:
vertical excitation energies (in eV) .
State

CASSCF
this worka Ref. 146
5
A -0.160061 -0.158509
3
A
2.265
2.124
1
A
3.586
-

CASPT2
this workb
-12.174903
2.160
3.276

NEVPT2
Ref. 146
-12.314239
1.852
-

Using 279 frozen HF/IBO inactive orbitals, see text.
Using level shift of 0.3 Eh and IEXT=1, see text.

TABLE VII. PNO-CASPT2 correlation energies for the 5 A
ground state (in Eh ) and excitation energies (in eV) of the
FeC72 N2 H100 complex using different level shifts and PAO
domain sizes. The reference function is the same as in table
VI.
Shifta IEXT Ecorr (5 A) ∆E(3 A) ∆E(1 A)
0.1
1 -12.272074 2.134
3.163
0.1
2 -12.314300 2.120
3.146
0.3
1 -12.174884 2.160
3.276
0.3
2 -12.216587 2.146
3.263

CPU-timeb
2239
4522
1973
4230

a) Calculations without level shift did not converge.
b) Using 4 cores of a Xeon E5-2660 v3@2.60GHz processor.

state separately, while Guo et al. used state-averaged
orbitals. These differences became only clear when this
manuscript was completed.158
For the Cu-complex the basis set was aug-cc-pVTZ for
the oxygen atoms, cc-pVTZ-PP with ECP10MDF effective core potential for Cu, and cc-pVTZ for all other
atoms (1749 contracted basis functions, 202 correlated
electrons, 4322 non-distant pairs). In the CASSCF calculations we optimized the Cu(3d) and O2 valence orbitals, as well as all orbitals which contain the adjacent
nitrogen atoms in the primary orbital domains. All other
122 orbitals were frozen ROHF/IBOs of the triplet state
at the corresponding geometry. Since the singlet state
has strong multi-reference character and is not well described by closed-shell HF orbitals, we used triplet ROHF
frozen core orbitals for both states. For comparison, we
also carried out calculations in which all valence orbitals
were optimized in the CASSCF, and only the 40 innershell core orbitals were frozen.
The electronic structure of the Cu complexes in the lowest singlet and triplet states can be roughly described as
L− Cu2+ O−
2 . For the following discussion we assume
that the Cu-O2 group lies in the xy-plane, with O2 oriented parallel to the x-axis. The O2 πy orbitals in the
xy plane will be denoted πk , and πk∗ , the πz ones per∗
pendicular to the plane as π⊥ and π⊥
(the π and π ∗
orbitals correspond to the bonding πu and antibonding
πg orbitals of the free O2 molecule, respectively). Our

active spaces further include the molecular O2 3σg and
3σu orbitals, which in the complex will be denoted as 3σ
and 3σ ∗ (the latter being weakly occupied).
In both states one electron is transferred from the
Cu(3dxy ) orbital to an O2 (π ∗ ) orbital. In the singlet
∗
state, the transfer occurs to the π⊥
orbital, which then
becomes doubly occupied. The singly occupied Cu(3dxy )
and πk∗ orbitals then form a d − π bond. However, this
has significant biradical character, and the leading configurations in which either the bonding or antibonding
orbitals are doubly occupied have coefficients of about
0.8 and 0.4, respectively. In the triplet state the transfer
occurs from Cu(3dxy ) to the πk∗ orbital. The state can
∗
thus be described as 3 (dxy π⊥
) and has pure single reference character. State-averaged CASSCF calculations
showed that the corresponding 3 (dxy πk∗ ) state is considerably higher in energy. In agreement with experimental
and previous theoretical findings,159,160 our calculations
predict the singlet state be the ground state, about 20
kcal mol−1 lower then the triplet state (see below).
We tested various active spaces. In all cases the orbitals for the singlet and triplet states (which have
different equilibrium geometries) were optimized separately. Most consistent orbitals were obtained with
a small active space with 6 electrons in 5 orbitals
[for the singlet (3dxy , 3σ, 3σ ∗ , πk , πk∗ ) and for the triplet
∗
(3dxy , 3σ, 3σ ∗ , π⊥ , π⊥
)]. This yields a CASPT2 singlettriplet splitting ∆EST = ET − ES of 20.2 kcal mol−1 .
Calculations which included more strongly occupied orbitals in the active space (e.g. with 9, 11, or 13 active
orbitals, which comprise all O2 valence orbitals and either 1, 3, or 5 Cu(3d) orbitals) gave similar results. For
example our CASPT2 calculations with the (18,11) active space and 122 frozen ROHF/IBO orbitals yielded
∆ST = 19.2 kcal mol1 , while a calculation in which all
valence orbitals were optimized (40 frozen core orbitals)
yielded 20.3 kcal mol−1 . However, since the occupation
numbers of the additional orbitals were very close to 2,
significant mixing with contributions from other atoms
occurred, and the active orbitals for the two states were
less consistent than with the small active space. Further
calculations for the side-on and end-on Cu-complexes are
under way and will be reported elsewhere.
Timings of the individual steps for these complexes are
presented in Table VIII, using 4 compute cores. For
comparison, the timings for the linear [(C4 SH3 )-[CH2 ]50 (C4 SH3 )]2+ model system are also included. Using 4
cores, the CASPT2 calculations for the linear chain took
only 6 minutes, the ones for the singlet ground state of
the Cu-complex with the (6,5) and (18,11) active spaces 9
and 13 minutes, respectively, and the one for Fe-complex
33 minutes. Most time is needed to compute the integrals
and for the iterations; the more dense and 3-dimensional
the molecule, the larger is the fraction of time required for
the integrals. The exact memory requirements are difficult to determine, but all calculations could be done using
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8 GB of dynamically allocated work space per core. In
addition, about 40 GB of global array space were needed
for the calculation of the Fe-complex.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

We have described the theory and implementation of a
local PNO-CASPT2 method. The configuration space
is fully internally contracted. It is demonstrated that
the computational effort for extended systems scales linearly with molecular size, provided that the active space
is local. But even for medium size molecules, where the
linear scaling regime is not reached, the local approximations lead to a drastic reduction of the computation
time, memory, and disk space.
The integral evaluation and PNO generation are very well
parallelized, similar as in our previous single-reference
PNO-LMP2 and PNO-LMP2-F12 methods.99,100 However, the iterative solution of the CASPT2 amplitude
equations, which is implemented using the local integrated tensor framework, is only partly parallelized, and
therefore the overall speedups are still limited to a factor
of 3-4. Work is in progress to improve the parallelization
and make the method applicable on distributed memory
multi-node compute clusters.
The orthogonalization of the internally contracted configurations requires that the theory is invariant with respect to unitary transformations within the active space,
and therefore a single PAO domain is used for the active space. The PNO domains for P0 pairs are still pairspecific, but since the pairs are uniquely defined the results are independent of unitary transformations among
the initial active orbitals.
The accuracy of the method has been evaluated by comparing correlation energies and vertical excitation energies with corresponding canonical calculations. With
default thresholds for the PAO and PNO domain sizes,
about 99.9% of the canonical correlation energies are recovered. The excitation energies were found to be very insensitive to the domain sizes, and even with rather coarse
thresholds the domain errors are below 0.1 eV.
A major problem is the definition of the active space
and the optimization of the HF and CASSCF reference
functions for large molecules. Usually, the full orbital
optimization takes much longer than the PNO-CASPT2
calculations. In order to restrict the active space to the
desired region and at the same time drastically reduce
the computational cost for the optimization, we have
proposed to use frozen HF/IBOs for part of the inactive
space or even all inactive orbitals. It has been found that
the changes of the CASPT2 excitation energies caused by
frozen inactive orbitals are small. A more detailed investigation of such approximation and procedures is currently under way in our laboratory. Additionally, the

computation of the Fock matrix in CASSCF calculations
can be speeded up using local density fitting approximations, similarly to the Hartree-Fock method161,162 , and
we are currently working on a new MCSCF method that
is suitable to treat large molecules.
So far, our PNO-CASPT2 method is state specific and
- as any other single-state CASPT2 method - does not
allow for a relaxation of the reference function. We plan
to implement a multi-state version in the future. Furthermore, we see this work as the first step in developing more accurate local multi-reference coupled-cluster
methods which are applicable to large molecular systems.
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